
Our company is looking to fill the role of content analyst. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for content analyst

Conduct analysis and brief editorial teams on original and archived content
performance
Evaluate macro content trends to support audience growth, brand
development, social strategies and distribution on emerging platforms
Work with editorial, strategic leads and partners to identify lucrative content
opportunities across Tribune Media including performing competitive content
analysis and assisting both qualitative and quantitative research
Compile and evangelize weekly, monthly, and quarterly topline insights on
content engagement and potential partner opportunities
Advocate and share new digital perspectives within the creative and product
departments to help inform both short and long term roadmaps
Liaise with broadcast and cable groups to uncover linear, long-form
opportunities
Support audience development & insights group as needed
Measure performance and results of content activations and initiatives, and
develop reporting documents and dashboards for content and audience
related information that is shared with the Content Team and other
departments
Access and organize content data using database storage networks,
reporting/measurement tools, social media platforms
Analyze PGA TOUR content across channels and platforms, and assist with
developing actionable insights and recommendations for the Content Team
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Deep understanding of software development life cycle, practices and
software engineering methodologies and their application to both
development and QA
5 years of related industry or functional analytics experience
In depth knowledge of metadata practices and standards
Strong communication and solution-oriented skills
Ability to make value judgments and prioritize tasks within the full realm of
responsibilities
Must be able to work independently and also be able to work as a member of
a diverse group


